Introduction {#sec1-2058460119849706}
============

Unenhanced computed tomography (CT) has an important role in the detecting and monitoring of masses, screening for cancer, and evaluation of various conditions in patients for whom the use of intravenous contrast medium is contraindicated ([@bibr1-2058460119849706]). Unenhanced CT is a helpful diagnostic examination for acute flank pain due to the high inter-observer agreement, good accessibility, rapid imaging, and non-requirement for intravenous contrast administration ([@bibr2-2058460119849706],[@bibr3-2058460119849706]).

The increasing use of CT, especially the increase of contrast-enhanced CT has been associated with an increase in the incidental detection of renal cell carcinoma (RCC), with a shift toward finding smaller tumors at an earlier stage ([@bibr4-2058460119849706][@bibr5-2058460119849706]--[@bibr6-2058460119849706]). Past studies have demonstrated that incidentally detected RCCs are likely to be smaller than symptomatic RCCs, which increases to 60--70% of masses \<4 cm ([@bibr7-2058460119849706][@bibr8-2058460119849706]--[@bibr9-2058460119849706]). Under such circumstances, it is important to analyze and understand the detectability and characteristic imaging features of small RCCs on unenhanced CT screening. On unenhanced CT, a small and early stage RCC is difficult to detect because of the morphological characteristics of these tumors and lack of the characteristic tumor enhancement pattern on contrast-enhanced CT. In renal masses, the classic definition of "small" is ≤3--4 cm ([@bibr10-2058460119849706][@bibr11-2058460119849706]--[@bibr12-2058460119849706]). This study focuses on the challenging situation of small renal lesions; here, "small" refers to a lesion \<4 cm which corresponds to the latest TNM category T1a ([@bibr13-2058460119849706]).

RCCs were a rare (in the 1% range) finding at unenhanced CT and differentiating them from benign cyst on unenhanced CT is difficult in many cases ([@bibr14-2058460119849706]). Previous studies have evaluated the characteristic image findings of RCC on unenhanced CT ([@bibr15-2058460119849706][@bibr16-2058460119849706][@bibr17-2058460119849706]--[@bibr18-2058460119849706]); however, over one-third (37%) of potentially detectable cancers were missed or incorrectly interpreted on unenhanced CT ([@bibr14-2058460119849706]). Moreover, these studies were not focused on only T1a RCC, which could be done minimally invasive treatment.

Therefore, the purpose of this retrospective study is to evaluate the role of an abdominal screening unenhanced CT in the detection and differentiation of T1a RCCs from benign lesions.

Material and Methods {#sec2-2058460119849706}
====================

Study population {#sec3-2058460119849706}
----------------

Both Institutional Review Board approval and informed consent were obtained for this retrospective study. Electronic medical records from our institution were searched to identify patients who underwent preoperative CT and subsequent partial or radical nephrectomy for RCC from September 2011 to August 2016. Among the 70 patients confirmed to have T1a RCC upon reviews of surgical and pathologic records, two patients with autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease (ADPKD) were excluded, due to difficulties in the detection of small RCCs. The other 68 patients (47 men, 21 women; age range = 28--84 years; mean age = 65.1 years) were included in this study. None of them had multiple RCCs or previous surgery for urologic malignancy. All patients had undergone both unenhanced and contrast-enhanced CT.

The individuals had a total of 68 T1a RCCs and 39 benign lesions (37 cysts and two columns of Bertin); no other benign lesions (e.g. angiomyolipomas, oncocytoma) were included. The gold standard for diagnosis was histopathology of RCCs and contrast-enhanced CT to obtain evidence for being benign cysts. Unenhanced and contrast-enhanced CT examinations were performed as a multiphase examination before surgery. CT protocol consisted of acquisition of an unenhanced CT image (slice thickness = 5 mm) of the kidneys, followed by a corticomedullary phase, delayed nephrographic phase, and excretory phase acquisition. None of the benign lesions co-existing with RCC had histopathological evidence, but they showed no change on multiphase contrast-enhanced CT after 12 months or longer. [Fig. 1](#fig1-2058460119849706){ref-type="fig"} displays a flowchart of patient selection.

![A flowchart of patient selection.](10.1177_2058460119849706-fig1){#fig1-2058460119849706}

CT technique {#sec4-2058460119849706}
------------

Unenhanced CT scans of the abdomen were obtained with a 320 multidetector-row CT (Aquilion ONE, Toshiba Medical Systems, Tokyo, Japan). Our standard CT renal scanning protocol was as follows: tube voltage = 120 kVp; tube current = 170--560 mA (depending on patient size); slice thickness = 0.5 mm; reconstructed slice thickness = 5.0 mm; pitch = 0.938; and matrix = 512 × 512. The reconstructed slice thickness was 5.0 mm because it was considered to be the standard thickness for abdominal screening.

Image analysis {#sec5-2058460119849706}
--------------

Using a picture archiving and communication system (PACS) workstation, two radiologists (with 16 years and four years of experience, respectively) interpreted the CT images and performed a blinded and independent review of the unenhanced CT images of each tumor. The readers were blinded to the location and side of the RCC. Only axial images were evaluated with varying window settings being used to highlight the characteristic findings of RCC. This approach is assumed to be an opportunity to screen the abdomen on unenhanced CT. Each radiologist assessed tumor attenuation (hyperdense, isodense, or hypodense compared to normal renal parenchyma) and categorized the tumors as either homogeneous or heterogeneous based on subjective visual inspection ([@bibr15-2058460119849706]). Tumors were also categorized into the following three groups by the results of pathologic examination: exophytic (\>50% of the tumor projected outside the renal cortex); mesophytic (\<50% of the tumor projected outside the renal cortex); and endophytic (the tumor was entirely surrounded by uninvolved renal parenchyma). Furthermore, the tumor location was defined by determining the location score: 1 = tumor above or below polar lines (polar lines are defined by the renal vascular pedicle); 2 = tumor crossing polar lines by \<50%; and 3 = tumor crossing polar lines by \>50%, or tumor between polar lines, or tumor crossing the axial midline ([@bibr19-2058460119849706]).

The readers evaluated the presence of RCC and differentiated the detected lesion respectively. First, the kidneys of each patient were specifically evaluated for the possible presence of RCC. Diagnostic criteria for detecting a renal focal mass were defined as: a lesion protruding from the renal parenchyma; and/or a lesion with heterogeneous attenuation; and/or with higher or lower attenuation compared to the renal parenchyma. The senior radiologist measured the maximal diameter of the tumors in any single axial plane on enhanced CT. Each detected lesion was also assessed to determine whether it was benign. The imaging criteria for differentiating RCCs were a lesion with characteristics suggesting possible malignancy (heterogeneous attenuation, homogeneous attenuation not showing water attenuation, unclear margin, thick calcification, and/or septae) and without fat attenuation. Each detected lesion was categorized into two groups: not benign (possibly RCC) or benign. The radiologists known that each participant had at least one RCC and were not allowed to review contrast-enhanced CT images during this session. The contrast-enhanced CT were reviewed as the gold standard for diagnosis after all the evaluations.

The diagnostic capability of each reader for T1a RCC and the results achieved by consensus were determined by calculating the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), accuracy, and area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) for RCC. When the readers disagreed about the diagnosis, the consensus of two readers was used for statistical analysis. To assess inter-observer variability, the kappa statistic was calculated. A kappa value ≤0.20 was considered to indicate slight agreement, 0.21--0.40 was fair agreement, 0.41--0.60 was moderate agreement, 0.61--0.80 was substantial agreement, and ≥0.81 was almost perfect agreement ([@bibr20-2058460119849706]).

Statistical analysis {#sec6-2058460119849706}
--------------------

The Kolmogorov--Smirnov test was used to determine whether the lesion size showed a normal distribution for the RCCs and the benign lesions. The imaging features (size, location, attenuation, contour, and internal characteristics) of detectable RCCs, undetectable RCCs, correctly diagnosed RCCs, incorrectly diagnosed RCCs, and detectable and misdiagnosed RCCs were compared using the Welch t-test for numerical values and the Kruskal--Wallis test as appropriate.

Statistical analysis was performed by using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS), version 23.0 for Windows (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). *P* \< 0.05 was considered a significant difference.

Results {#sec7-2058460119849706}
=======

The characteristics of patients with T1a RCC and the features of renal lesions are provided in [Table 1](#table1-2058460119849706){ref-type="table"}. Benign lesions had a wide range of size, because patients were selected by the existence of T1a RCC. Of the 68 patients, 16 patients had two or more benign cysts: one patient had four benign cysts; three patients had three benign cysts; and 12 patients had two benign cysts. Two of the benign lesions were diagnosed as columns of Bertin from the findings on subsequent contrast-enhanced CT. Of the 37 benign cysts, 35 cysts were water attenuation and two cysts were high attenuation (\>20 HU).

###### 

Characteristics of patients and renal lesions.

![](10.1177_2058460119849706-table1)

  Characteristic              Finding
  --------------------------- ---------------
  Patients                    68
  M:F                         47:21
  Age (years), mean (range)   65.1 (38--84)
  Renal cell carcinoma (n)    68
   Size (mm), mean (range)    26 (10--40)
   Clear cell type            55 (80.9)
   Papillary type             8 (11.8)
   Chromophobe type           3 (4.4)
   Other type                 2 (2.9)
  Benign lesions (n)          39
   Size (mm), mean (range)    33 (8--70)
   Cyst                       37 (94.9)
   Column of Bertin           2 (5.1)
  Total lesions               107

Data are presented as n (%) unless otherwise specified.

The overall AUC, sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV of both readers and their consensus findings for detection of RCC on unenhanced CT are shown in [Table 2](#table2-2058460119849706){ref-type="table"}. The inter-observer correlation was very high with almost perfect agreement according to kappa statistics (κ = 0.849).

###### 

Diagnostic capability of T1a RCC.

![](10.1177_2058460119849706-table2)

              Sensitivity    Specificity    PPV            NPV            Accuracy        AUC
  ----------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- --------------- -------
  Reader 1    48/68 (70.5)   31/39 (79.5)   48/56 (85.7)   31/51 (60.8)   79/107 (73.8)   0.75
  Reader 2    41/68 (60.3)   35/39 (89.7)   41/45 (91.1)   35/62 (56.5)   76/107 (71.0)   0.75
  Consensus   42/68 (61.8)   29/39 (74.4)   42/52 (80.8)   29/55 (55.0)   71/107 (66.4)   0.754

The figures in parentheses indicate percentage unless otherwise indicated.

PPV, positive predictive value; NPV, negative predictive value; AUC, area under receiver operating characteristic curve.

A summary of the results obtained by consensus is shown in [Table 3](#table3-2058460119849706){ref-type="table"}. By consensus, the two radiologists detected 53 RCCs (78%) and undetected 15 RCCs (22%). Of the RCCs detected, 42 tumors (62%) were correctly diagnosed as not benign and 11 tumors (16%) were misdiagnosed as benign. On the other hand, 29/39 benign lesions (74%) were correctly diagnosed and 10/39 benign lesions (26%) were misdiagnosed as not benign. Of the undetected 15 RCCs, 12 were clear cell type, two were chromophobe type, and one was a mucinous tubular and spindle cell carcinoma. Of the 11 detected and incorrectly diagnosed RCCs, 10 were clear cell type and one was papillary type.

###### 

Summary of imaging diagnosis.

![](10.1177_2058460119849706-table3)

                                       Renal cell carcinoma   Benign lesion
  ------------------------------------ ---------------------- ---------------
  Detected and correctly diagnosed     42 (62)                29 (74)
  Detected and incorrectly diagnosed   11 (16)                10 (26)
  Undetected                           15 (22)                0 (0)
  Total                                68 (100)               39 (100)

Data are presented as n (%).

The anatomical and imaging characteristics of detectable RCCs, undetectable RCCs, correctly diagnosed RCCs, incorrectly diagnosed RCCs, and detectable and misdiagnosed RCCs are displayed in [Table 4](#table4-2058460119849706){ref-type="table"}. The correctly diagnosed RCCs were larger than the incorrectly diagnosed RCCs (27 ± 8.4 mm vs. 23 ± 9.2 mm). There was a significant difference in size between correctly diagnosed RCCs and incorrectly diagnosed RCCs (*P* = 0.019). In addition, there was a significant difference of tumor contour between undetectable RCCs and detectable RCCs (*P* = 0.0003). Detectability improved as tumor projection from the renal cortex became more prominent. Moreover, there was a significant difference of tumor contour between correctly diagnosed RCCs and incorrectly diagnosed RCCs (*P* = 0.0207). Differentiation also improved as tumor projection from the renal cortex became more prominent. A representative case is shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2-2058460119849706){ref-type="fig"}.

###### 

Analysis of imaging features of T1a RCC (n = 68).

![](10.1177_2058460119849706-table4)

  Imaging features                                                      Detectable RCCs (n = 53)   Undetectable RCCs (n = 15)   Correctly diagnosed RCCs (n = 42)   Incorrectly diagnosed RCCs (n = 26)   Detectable and misdiagnosed RCC (n = 11)
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------------- ------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------
  Size (mm), mean ± SD                                                  26 ± 8.4                   21 ± 5.4                     27 ± 8.4^\#^                        23 ± 9.2^\#^                          23 ± 9.7
  Location score\*                                                                                                                                                                                        
   1                                                                    28 (52.8)                  12 (80)                      22 (52.4)                           18 (69.2)                             6 (55)
   2                                                                    9 (17.0)                   1 (7)                        9 (21.4)                            1 (3.8)                               0 (0)
   3                                                                    16 (30.2)                  2 (13)                       11 (26.2)                           7 (27.0)                              5 (45)
  Attenuation                                                                                                                                                                                             
   High                                                                 3 (5.7)                    0 (0)                        2 (5)                               1 (3.8)                               1 (9)
   Iso                                                                  23 (43.4)                  10 (67)                      19 (45)                             14 (53.8)                             4 (36)
   Low                                                                  27 (50.9)                  5 (33)                       21 (50)                             11 (42.4)                             6 (55)
  Contour type^[†](#table-fn7-2058460119849706){ref-type="table-fn"}^   ^\#\#^                     ^\#\#^                       ^\#\#\#^                            ^\#\#\#^                              
   Exophytic                                                            27 (50.9)                  1 (6.7)                      22 (52.4)                           6 (23.1)                              5 (45)
   Mesophytic                                                           25 (47.2)                  10 (66.7)                    19 (45.2)                           16 (61.5)                             6 (55)
   Endophytic                                                           1 (1.9)                    4 (26.6)                     1 (2.4)                             4 (15.4)                              0 (0)
  Internal property                                                                                                                                                                                       
   Homogeneous                                                          18 (34.0)                  6 (40)                       12 (29)                             12 (46.2)                             6 (55)
   Heterogeneous                                                        35 (66.0)                  9 (60)                       30 (71)                             14 (53.8)                             5 (45)

Data in parentheses indicate percentage unless otherwise indicated.

\*The location of tumor was defined using location score: 1 = lesions above or below polar lines (polar lines are defined by the renal vascular pedicle); 2 = lesions cross polar lines \<50%; 3 = lesions cross polar lines \>50% or between polar lines or crossing axial midline ([@bibr19-2058460119849706]).

^†^Tumors were also categorized into three groups by contour type of the tumor in the pathologic examinations: lesions that projected \>50% outside the renal cortex were defined as "exophytic"; those that projected \<50% as "mesophytic"; and those that were entirely encircled by uninvolved renal parenchyma as "endophytic."

The Detectable RCCs group (n = 53) consists of the Correctly diagnosed group (n = 42) and Detectable and misdiagnosed group (n = 11).

The Incorrectly diagnosed RCCs group (n = 26) is the Undetectable RCCs group (n = 15) and the Detectable and misdiagnosed group (n = 11).

Welch t-test for numeric values and Kruskal--Wallis test statistic were used: ^\#^ = 0.019; ^\#\#^ = 0.0003; ^\#\#\#^ = 0.0207.

![A 38-year-old man with clear cell RCC. (a) Unenhanced image; (b) contrast-enhanced image. On axial unenhanced CT, a 3.5-cm homogeneous low-density mass measuring 20 HU with a clear margin is detected in the right kidney (Rt. Kidney, arrow). The mass projects outside the renal cortex. It is easily detected, but apparently looks like a complicated cyst. On axial contrast-enhanced CT, the mass is heterogeneously enhanced. Therefore, this mass is suggested to be malignant tumor, such as RCC.](10.1177_2058460119849706-fig2){#fig2-2058460119849706}

Discussion {#sec8-2058460119849706}
==========

The present study revealed that the sensitivity of consensus diagnosis for detection of T1a RCC on unenhanced CT was 61.8% with a high inter-observer correlation (κ = 0.849). There was a significant difference of tumor size (*P* = 0.019) and tumor contour (*P* = 0.0207) between correctly diagnosed RCCs and incorrectly diagnosed RCCs.

As unenhanced CT has become increasingly frequent, there have been more reports about the detectability of RCC by this CT modality. Jung et al. reported an AUC of small (\<3 cm) RCC (0.70--0.78), which was significantly lower than that of large RCC (0.97--0.99, *P* \< 0.001) ([@bibr16-2058460119849706]). Similarly, our study indicated that it is challenging to detect T1a RCC on unenhanced CT because the AUC for consensus diagnosis was 0.754. Sahi et al. reported that unenhanced CT showed good performance for the detection of T1a RCC, with an overall AUC of 0.879--0.923, which may be due to the use of multiplanar reformations ([@bibr21-2058460119849706]). Our study demonstrated that the detection and differentiation of T1a RCC is difficult even when the existence of cancer is known.

In the present study, the correct diagnosis rate of T1a RCC on unenhanced CT improved as the tumors became larger and as the tumors showed more projection from the renal cortex. These results suggest that identification of T1a RCC on unenhanced CT is greatly influenced by the pattern of tumor growth. In previous studies, tumor size and tumor contour have been found to influence the detection of RCC on unenhanced CT ([@bibr16-2058460119849706]) and our study yielded similar findings. While most large or exophytic RCCs can be detected easily, detection of small and endophytic tumors is problematic. Protrusion from the renal parenchyma enables reviewers to visually and easily recognize small RCC as a mass. In addition, our study suggested the imaging characteristics of the tumor and its location sometimes influence the detectability of T1a RCC on unenhanced CT, although the differences were not statistically significant. In the present study, 15 RCCs were not to get detected even when the readers knew that the patient has at least one focal mass. Twelve RCCs of undetected 15 RCCs located in the upper or inferior pole of the kidney. It was difficult to detect T1a RCCs located in the upper or inferior pole of the kidney and/or tumors showing iso-density compared to the renal parenchyma by only viewing unenhanced axial CT images. When considering the difference between correctly diagnosed RCCs and detectable and misdiagnosed RCCs, the result implies homogeneity of detectable and misdiagnosed RCCs (55%) may have caused the misdiagnosis. Multiplanar reconstructions could help to overcome this problem and it is currently a standard of care. If a small RCC is homogenous and iso-intense relative to the renal parenchyma, we need special image display techniques to identify it on unenhanced CT. The value of a "liver window" (width = 150 HU; level = 88 HU) setting for detecting small RCCs on unenhanced CT scans has been reported ([@bibr21-2058460119849706]). When examining renal lesions, it is important to be aware of these imaging characteristics of T1a RCCs on unenhanced CT and the limitations of unenhanced CT scans for making a diagnosis.

Our results suggested that the internal characteristics of renal masses had limited usefulness for differentiating T1a RCCs although the differences were not statistically significant. In previous studies, the density of most RCCs has been in the range of 20--70 HU ([@bibr15-2058460119849706]). However, a few solid RCCs can show similar attenuation to water (-10--20 HU) on unenhanced CT ([@bibr18-2058460119849706]). In our study, none of the RCCs showed water attenuation. However, of 11 detectable and misdiagnosed RCCs, 10 RCCs showed low or iso-attenuation compared to the renal parenchyma and the ROI attenuation of their RCCs was in the range of 20--70 HU. When a heterogeneous renal lesion is found on unenhanced CT, it will probably be diagnosed as a malignancy, even if it has similar attenuation to water. Heterogeneity is crucial to the CT evaluation of renal masses and it is a major determinant of when to get a renal protocol CT for managing an incidental renal mass on unenhanced CT ([@bibr22-2058460119849706]). When unenhanced CT is available, a non-fat-containing renal mass on unenhanced CT that is heterogeneous could be RCC ([@bibr23-2058460119849706]). However, it is very difficult to differentiate small RCCs with homogeneous low density or iso-density compared to the renal parenchyma.

Although most incidental renal masses are benign, most RCCs are identified incidentally ([@bibr17-2058460119849706],[@bibr24-2058460119849706]). Therefore, close attention should be paid when diagnosing renal masses as benign cysts on unenhanced CT alone. Incidental detection of small lesions assumed to be RCCs has increased significantly in the past few decades ([@bibr7-2058460119849706]). Approximately 13--27% of abdominal imaging studies identify an incidental renal lesion ([@bibr25-2058460119849706]). The malignancy risk of renal masses is related to their size and increasing tumor size is associated with a higher possibility of a lesion being malignant rather than benign ([@bibr26-2058460119849706]). With increasing detection of RCC at an earlier stage, partial nephrectomy and nephron-sparing surgery have evolved as effective alternatives to radical nephrectomy. Use of partial nephrectomy continues to increase and \>65% of patients with tumors ≤4 cm in size have received partial nephrectomies recently ([@bibr27-2058460119849706],[@bibr28-2058460119849706]). In such circumstances, it is important to understand how accurate unenhanced CT is for detection of RCC in relation to minimally invasive management. Radiologists are often challenged when diagnosing small renal masses, while it is important to diagnose RCC at an early curable stage. Accordingly, it is also important to be aware of the limits of unenhanced CT for detecting and differentiating small RCCs. Further efforts will be needed to improve the detectability of T1a RCC on unenhanced CT.

This study had several limitations. First, the sample size was relatively small and tumor pathological types were limited, which could be expected because our patient cohort was obtained from a single institution. We should have discussed the differences of detection and accurate diagnosis between popular clear cell RCC and RCCs such as papillary, chromophobe, and other types. However, the number of RCCs other than clear cell type was small and it was difficult to discuss the matter. We must prospectively examine more patients from multiple institutions in the future. Second, the readers were speciﬁcally instructed to search for RCCs on the images and there was variation in the size of benign cysts that might have resulted in improved accuracy. This would significantly skew the bias toward correctly diagnosing RCC because the readers were looking for RCC and the prevalence of RCC versus cysts in this population is much higher than in the general population where this would normally be applied. Third, the present study is the lack of benign renal masses other than cysts. Most RCCs are usually detected as a solid tumor in the renal parenchyma on unenhanced CT in a routine practice. Therefore, oncocytoma and/or acute myeloid leukemia rather than renal simple cysts are preferable as materials. If such benign solid tumors are targeted instead of renal cysts, then diagnostic accuracy may be affected. Fourth, reformats and thinner section reconstructions were not reviewed; this could have improved detectability. Fifth, it is necessary to exclude other influences such as contour type when considring the influence of location in detecting T1a RCC. Last, the only quantitative measurement investigated was size; absolute HU and HU variation were not investigated. There was a suggestion that heterogeneity correlates with the likelihood of malignancy; therefore, this could have been quantitatively investigated.

In conclusion, both tumor size and contour influence the detection and differentiation of T1a RCC on unenhanced CT. It is difficult and dangerous to evaluate the presence or absence of T1a RCC on unenhanced CT alone. Even if it is known in advance that the RCCs exist, the correct diagnosis rate for T1a RCCs remains at 66.4% on unenhanced CT. When examination of the abdominal region is performed, it is important to recognize the limitation of unenhanced CT for detecting T1a RCC. However, thorough knowledge of characteristic findings of small RCC on unenhanced CT and appropriate CT display technics may improve detectability of T1a RCC even on screening unenhanced CT.
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